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Understanding door thresholds in E2/AS1

This guidance looks at whether rebated door sills comply with E2/AS1.
The information was confirmed as current in November 2017. It originally appeared in Codewords 61.
Published on 10 July 2014
Of interest to Licensed building practitioners, Builders, Designers, Architects

E2/AS1 includes general door sill details (Figures 17C and 17D), and specific door sill details for masonry veneer (Figure 73D). These all show
sills positioned at floor level (ie not rebated).

Floor levels versus threshold levels
Figure 14 (Threshold levels – relative to decks) addresses threshold levels rather than floor levels as being critical for weathertightness.
Although Figure 14 refers to decks, the principal applies equally to general door thresholds. It acknowledges that floor levels could be the same
as threshold levels, or they could be above or below a threshold level.
This is most obvious with the use of ‘step-over’ bulkheads at doors to decks. It is the bulkhead threshold level that is important, not the internal
floor level.
Similarly a floor level could be above a threshold level. In Figures 17C, 17D and Figure 73D, the details are equally applicable if the floor level
beyond the sill reveal stepped up. In other words, a rebated sill – please refer to Options A and B below.

Ground clearances
Figure 65 of E2/AS1 shows minimum floor clearance requirements above external ground. These clearances provide protection to building
elements, including cladding, wall framing, and especially bottom plates. Where a rebated sill is used, these clearance dimensions apply to the
threshold level of the rebate. In other words, if the rebate is 30 mm below floor level, the relevant ground to floor level dimensions in Figure 65 are
increased by 30 mm.

Figure 65 of E2/AS1 – option A
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Apply sealant as air seal on backing rod between reveal and rebate upstand.

Figure 65 of E2/AS1 – option B

Notes:
To all rebated sills, apply damp proofing to concrete rebate and upstands. Refer E2/AS1 9.2.5 (4a) for damp proofing options.
Rebated sills in direct fixed claddings do not require a separate sill flashing as shown for non-rebated installations in E2/AS1 Figure 17D (a).
Read E2/AS1 (https://www.building.govt.nz/building-code-compliance/e-moisture/e2-external-moisture/acceptable-solutions-and-verificationmethods/)

All guidance related to E2 External moisture (https://www.building.govt.nz/building-code-compliance/e-moisture/e2-externalmoisture/)

This information is published by the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment’s Chief Executive. It is a general guide only and, if used, does not relieve any person of the obligation to consider
any matter to which the information relates according to the circumstances of the particular case. Expert advice may be required in specific circumstances. Where this information relates to assisting
people:
with compliance with the Building Act, it is published under section 175 of the Building Act
http://mbie5.cwp.govt.nz/building-code-compliance/e-moisture/e2-external-moisture/door-thresholds-e2as1/
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with a Weathertight Services claim, it is published under section 12 of the Weathertight Homes Resolution Services Act 2006.
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